
Ventex Centrifugal Fan 450S: Product Specifications

Compact and powerful

The VENTEX Centrifugal Fan 450S is particularly suited to 
extracting any hot fumes or paint fumes due to the motor 
design and where long duct runs are required to remove the 
fumes to atmosphere.

The fan can be used in conjunction with dust filtration units to create 
negative pressures and filter out dust and fumes. Alternatively, the fan 
can be used to force fresh air to confined areas.

 Skid Mounted 415v Centrifugal Fan 
  Airflow rating of 20,500 m /hr free air 
  Can be used with long lengths of flexible 
ducting 

  Ideal for large spaces that require greater 
airflows 

  Safer for extraction of hot or flammable 
fumes 

  Soft start option available

Key Product Features

  Long distance 
ventilation 

  High pressure 
extraction through 
filtration 

  Tunnel ventilation

Key Applications

Ventex Centrifugal 
Fan 450S
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Ventex Centrifugal Fan 450S

Important Operational Instructions
Machine must be located on a firm level surface and secured if near an edge. Keep inlet area clear of any rubbish or debris. 
Keep duct runs as straight as possible. Outlet fan / ducts should be pointed away from work areas / dusty environments. 
Filtration can be supplied if required. This machine should be connected to a 32A 415V supply with a D rated trip.

Technical specifications

Power rating 5.5 Kw

Voltage supply 415V/32A 5 pin

Speed 1470 rpm

Airflow 20,500 m3/hr

Start current (DOL 78 amps)

Run current (DOL 11.2 amps)

Noise at 1m with ducting 85dB

Noise at 3m with ducting 83dB

Weight 315 kg

Size     L 
W 
H

1400 mm 
1100 mm 
1450 mm

Outlet diameter 450mm

Inlet diameter 500mm

Max. recommended ducting length 40m (450mm) 
80m (600mm) 
200m (800mm)

Generator requirements 25 KVA

*These noise levels can vary according to site conditions and application and 
numbers of units in use. RVT can supply attenuators and acoustic enclosures 
which can reduce noise levels. Attachment of ducting will also significantly 
affect noise levels.  Please enquire for further details.


